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Section 1

Overview of reinsurance market
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Global Reinsurer Capital

Overview of reinsurance market 

- The 2019/2020 year-on-year increase of 4% was heavily influenced by depreciation of the US dollar in the fourth 

quarter, particularly against the Euro (the reporting currency of several large reinsurers). At constant exchange rates, 

underlying growth was around 1%
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Alternative Capital

Overview of reinsurance market 
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ARA Total Gross Premiums Written

Overview of reinsurance market 
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Global Reinsurer Performance

Overview of reinsurance market 
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ARA P&C Net Combined Ratio

The ARA net combined ratio stood at 103.4% in 2020. 

COVID-19 related losses were booked at $14.0bn, contributing 8.0pp. 

Disclosed natural catastrophe losses of $8.7bn added another 5.0pp, which was some way below the five- and ten-year 

averages of just over 7pp. 

Development of prior year reserves remains favorable overall
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Section 2

Recent CAT losses by perils
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Insured CAT losses

Recent CAT losses by perils
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Summary of 2020

Recent CAT losses by perils
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Significant 2020 Economic Loss Events

Recent CAT losses by perils
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Top 10 Global Economic Loss Events in 2020

Recent CAT losses by perils
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2020 Global Tropical Cyclone Activity by Basin 

Recent CAT losses by perils
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2020 U.S. Tropical Cyclone Landfalls & Housing Unit Density by County

Recent CAT losses by perils
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Severe Convective Storm vs Tropical Cyclone

Recent CAT losses by perils

- Severe convective storm and tropical 

cyclone had the greatest losses and highest 

costs in 2020, indicative of an ongoing 

trend. 

- SCS has been a higher loss year than 

tropical cyclone for the re/insurance industry 

in 22 of 31 years since 1990.

- Tropical cyclone payouts tend to show 

tremendous volatility on an annual basis. 

Major spikes in years such as 2004, 2005, 

and 2017 skew the mid- and long-term 

averages for the peril, since the highest 

tropical cyclone years are higher than those 

of SCS, but it masks the underlying fact that 

SCS has much more annual consistency
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Half-year insured CAT losses

Recent CAT losses by perils
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2021 February winter events in the United States

Recent CAT losses by perils

- Insured losses will approach USD15 billion, most 

expensive period of winter storm losses for the 

insurance industry on record. 

- It has far surpassed the USD3.7 billion incurred 

during the March 1993 “Storm of the Century”.

- Most publicly available modeled insured loss 

estimates for the state of Texas were at most a 1-in-

1,000 year, or 0.1 percent exceedance probability 

event.

- “Hurricane-level" of insurance claims filed in Texas 

(nearly 600,000), which is in the ballpark of the 

700,000+ claims which were filed following Hurricane 

Harvey in 2017.
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California Fire Season Weather

Recent CAT losses by perils
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Brazil Pantanal Region Wildfire Perimeters

Recent CAT losses by perils
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2021 Western & Central Europe Floods

Recent CAT losses by perils

- The German Weather Service (Deutscher

Wetterdienst (DWD)) indicated that many areas of 

western Germany saw rainfall rates that exceeded a 

1-in-100-year return period. DWD cited that some 

areas may have recorded rains with a 1-in-1,000-year 

return period.

- While climate change was not the direct cause of this 

event, it is another example of how more unusual 

heavy precipitation occurrences or stalled weather 

patterns are becoming more commonplace in a 

warming world

- For every 1°C (1.8°F) increase in warming, the 

atmosphere can absorb another 7 percent of 

moisture, which in turn can drop to the surface as 

measurable precipitation. 

- As temperatures warm, this acts as an accelerant to 

the evaporation process – often over the oceans or 

other large bodies of water – which then places more 

water / moisture into the atmosphere. This evolving 

precipitation life cycle has resulted in heavier rainfall 

events all around the world.
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Section 3

Climate change on Catastrophe losses
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Monthly temperature and precipitation records broken or tied in 2020

Climate change on Catastrophe losses
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First Name Storm Formation in the Atlantic Ocean

Climate change on Catastrophe losses
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Sudden Stratospheric Warming

Climate change on Catastrophe losses
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Knowledge of climate change impact on varies perils

Climate change on Catastrophe losses

- Varying levels of confidence around climate change impacts on each peril

- Temperature and precipitation-based impacts are best understood

- Severe convective storm has the least known effects

- Natural peril risk is growing!

- The need to properly plan, invest, and implement mitigation strategies against these heightened risks 
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Section 4

Responses to climate changes
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Climate Biennial Exploratory Scenario

Climate Biennial Exploratory Scenario

Bank of England runs regular stress tests to help assess the resilience of the UK financial system and individual institutions. 

Running biennial exploratory scenarios allows policymakers to probe the resilience of the UK financial system to a wide 

range of risks, and is a tool to enhance participants’ strategic thinking on how to manage those risks.

The 2021 exercise explores the resilience of the largest UK banks and insurers to the physical and transition risks 

associated with climate change.

The desired outcomes of CBES

- Size the financial exposures of participants and the financial system more broadly to climate-related risks.

- Understand the challenges to participants’ business models from these risks; and gauge their likely responses and the 

implications for the provision of financial services.

- Assist participants in enhancing their management of climate-related financial risks. This includes engaging 

counterparties to understand their vulnerability to climate change.

- Will not have an impact on capital requirement
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CBES participation

Climate Biennial Exploratory Scenario
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Impacts in the CBES scenarios

Climate Biennial Exploratory Scenario
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Heatwaves in the CBES scenarios

Climate Biennial Exploratory Scenario
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Change in precipitation rates in the CBES scenarios

Climate Biennial Exploratory Scenario
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Material climate signal under 3.3°C global warming level

Climate Biennial Exploratory Scenario
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Section 5

Considerations in structuring effective 

reinsurance/retro program
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Key considerations

Considerations in structuring effective reinsurance/retro program

Clear communications at all levels:

- Investors

- Regulators

- Management team

- Employees

Impacts underwriting, reinsurance and investment decisions

Post-event share price decline indicates a greater sensitivity to a single large loss rather than an aggregation 

of events (Katrina vs. Harvey, Irma & Maria)

Increasing % of companies report catastrophe loss information in their primary source financial disclosures
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2020 “View of Risk” Poll Results 

Considerations in structuring effective reinsurance/retro program
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Retro Pricing Indices – 2005 Through 2021 (Forecast)

Considerations in structuring effective reinsurance/retro program
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Retrocession Market Landscape

Considerations in structuring effective reinsurance/retro program

ILW’s Cat Bonds
(via Aon Securities)

SidecarCat on D&FXOL Retro Quota Share

Limit

$5.3bn $9.0bn $7.0bn$5.3bn$20.0bn $12.0bn2020

$5.0bn $10.4bn $9.0bn$5.0bn$19.0bn $12.0bn2019

Year 

Split

40% 35% 85%50%75% 95%Q1

60% 65% 15%50%25% 5%Q2,3,4

80% Occ 20% Occ 90% Property85% Occ71% Occ 10% Occ Cap

20% Agg 80% Agg 10% Multi-Class15% Agg29% Agg 90% Agg Cap

Supply

14% 0% 0%79%48% 84%Rated

86% 100% 100%21%52% 16%Non-rated

Product 

(Limit 2020)


